
Second Sunday in Ordinary Time 

Gospel of St. John 2: 1-11 

“Save the Date”. These notifications over the past several years have been a “heads up” that a wedding 

invitation will be forthcoming. We check our calendars to secure the date if it is open. These are obviously 

ways for the couple to anticipate how many will be coming to the wedding and to prepare the necessary 

amount of food and beverages. It is incumbent upon all of us to honestly decide if we are able to attend the 

wedding and if we even wish to attend. The “Save the Date” notice gives us the time to make the responsible 

choice when the invitation finally arrives.  

We don’t know what happened at the wedding Jesus is attending causing the wine to run out. Did 

groups of people suddenly show up unexpectedly or did the servants underestimate their purchase, is really 

unknown. In St. John’s gospel, Jesus may indeed be saving a bridegroom and his family from long-term 

embarrassment by transforming 120 gallons of water into choice wine.  

But, this is, more importantly, a revelation regarding the ultimate celebration; humanity united with 

God the Father for the heavenly wedding banquet. The extraordinary amount of fine wine can serve many 

more people than those at this wedding. Ultimately, this is a sign of the Kingdom of God entering the world 

through Jesus and his signs of glory. When St. John tells us Jesus “revealed his glory” with this sign, he harkens 

back to a passage from The Book of Exodus (16:7) when the glory of God appears to the Israelites in the 

desert, famished from lack of food. Flocks of quail land among the tribes providing meat for the journey. 

If weddings we attend concern two spouses in a life-long committed and monogamous loving 

relationship; Jesus wedding involves the whole of humanity in relationship of committed and passionate love 

with God. This love flows from God to humanity; from humanity to God; and from every person to every other 

person in the human family. And it all flows richly like gallons of fine wine! Jesus may be attending a wedding 

with too many guests for too little wine. But his 120-gallon response proclaims a “Save the Date” inviting 

everyone, with no one worrying about hunger or thirst again. 

Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. could have used this gospel passage when preaching on “the beloved 

community”. “Beloved community” preaching did not begin with Rev. King, but came earlier in the 20th 

Century. Rev. King, through the civil rights movement, gave this image great notoriety through his preaching 

and writings. The “beloved community” is a more secular term paralleling images from Sacred Scripture. This 

allows all of us as Christians and of the Jewish tradition to enter into secular dialogue regarding the shape and 

priorities of our society and culture. 

Elements of “the beloved community” are also prophesied in the first reading. The prophet Isaiah 

speaks to Israel returning from exile in Babylon. Exiled for decades, God has liberated them again, renewing 

the marital covenant. Israel is “the beloved nation” united to God in nuptial imagery.  

Rev. King stated, “But the end is reconciliation; the end is redemption; the end is the creation of the 

beloved community. It is this type of spirit and this type of love that can transform opposers into friends. It is 

this type of understanding goodwill that will transform the deep gloom of the old age into the exuberant 

gladness of the new age. It is this love which will bring about miracles in the hearts of men.” 

Rev. King did not see either political power or economic power as ends unto themselves. Rather, they 

were important tools in the development of the beloved community. Political and economic institutions are 

called to be transformed to serve the human community. As Rev. King once stated, “The church must be 

reminded that it is not the master or servant of the state, but rather the conscience of the state. It must be the 



guide and critic of the state, and never its tool.” These also parallel basic principles from Catholic Social 

Teaching. 

A beloved community acknowledges everyone’s humanity, and celebrates everyone’s humanity. There 

is only one humanity and we all have a share in it. It is the same humanity embraced by God in the Incarnation 

of his beloved Son. The Lord’s beloved community grows deeper in love with Christ and with all of God’s 

people.  

In the beloved community, “fear of the other” is transformed into “joy of community”. In the beloved 

community, fear of hunger and deprivation dissolves into “gratitude for abundance”. In the beloved 

community, loneliness and isolation are shattered by the bonds of friendship and solidarity. In the beloved 

community, cultural norms of exclusion are replaced by the opened arms of welcome and hospitality. The 

beloved community does not seek to defeat people, but rather to defeat injustice, oppression, exploitation 

and domination of the few over the many. 

None of these works are easy, quick, or will be accomplished in any of our lifetimes. All will be fulfilled 

when the Kingdom of God is fully revealed in our midst. Until that moment, we are all called to join together 

and take the necessary steps collaboratively to keep moving forward. 

Every celebration of the Eucharist is not only a call to form a beloved community. Rather shaped by the 

Holy Spirit and nourished by the Body and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ the beloved community becomes real 

in our midst and in our hearts.  The Church teaches us that every Eucharist connects us intimately to the 

heavenly wedding banquet. We are already present for that gathering in heaven. 

The Lord’s beloved community is always on the move in loving service, always on the move growing in 

faith, and always on the move in deeper commitment to the human community. We are called to reach out to 

welcome in more and more people. As Rev. King said, “We may all have come here on different ships, but we 

are all in the same boat now.” 

 


